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 The project name My Army comes from the fact that it's basically an extension of the Armies of Myth mod, which is an "Army
Management" plugin to facilitate management and simulation of your armies. I haven't made much progress on the plugin itself,
but I've been busy making other games and such. I've also been extremely busy for the last 6 months with something I don't want
to speak of yet. That should be coming in a few months though, hopefully, unless it becomes an insanely late project. But i'll get

to that later. In the meantime you can play the demo on my website. It's a very basic flash game. The engine still has a lot of
potential for further improvement, so don't expect too much. Right now it's not much more than a dumb game with a

configurable army and a player. There are a lot of features that i want to add to this plugin, most of which are dependent on my
real life in the near future. So i'm not really looking for "extension" developers, i just want to keep the plugin updated. If you're
interested in working on it, you can read my previous post on the topic. If you like the idea, please PM me on skype and let me

know how i can contact you if we have any problems. -Nord scurri 08-11-2010, 03:51 AM Well I'm quite happy with your work
to date. I haven't had much time to tinker with it but I do have a very, very small team at work and I would love to try to put

some use to this. I would like to get the documenation in readme mode and have a.txt version of the current main.txt (if there is
one) so that it's more easy to read. If you could make a new version, not yet the version I've posted before (due to my work

load), with the ability for me to customize the parameters and options of the plugin (I'll take care of customizing it as much as I
need to in the next version). That would really make me happy. Matty_Dan 08-11-2010, 06:07 AM I'd like to try it. I have a

personal project that i'm writing and it's pretty much 90% finished. 520fdb1ae7
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